
Instructions for Tutorial 2: Summarise a paper
Modelling of Systems for Sustainability2nd October 2023

1 Introduction
1.1 AimThis tutorial session is for you to work in groups to summarise a paper, as is expected for Coursework 1.The lecture on communicating with the public, policymakers and the media is not until week 5, so this is anopportunity for you to discuss what you think might be most useful for these audiences, which will prepareyou for the lecture and perhaps prompt questions for the lecturer.
1.2 Before the tutorialIn the first tutorial each table worked on a paper selected from the list of those with ODDS. Assuming youwill be at the same table for this tutorial, make sure you are familiar with the paper your table selected.For those who missed the first tutorial and are coming to this tutorial, the papers that were looked at wereas follows:• Tutorial Group 1 (10 a.m.): all tables worked on the Tiger paper.• Tutorial Group 2 (2 p.m.):1. Emotion system2. Woodland owner behaviour3. Sleep
1.3 In the TutorialAs a table spend half an hour coming up with an summary of the paper oriented as best you can towardsthe public, policymakers and the media, and a 2 slide presentation which one of you will give to the tutorialgroup. The first slide should be a summary of the criteria you have used to decide what these audienceswould want to know and what they would not be interested in. The second slide should be a very short,possibly bulleted, overview of your summary.The subsequent 15 minutes will give each of the three tables time to present their slides and answerquestions.Note down for future reference any questions you have for the lecture on communication in week 5.
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https://www.railsback-grimm-abm-book.com/E2-Downloads/Chapter03/Ch3-Ex1_PubsWithODD.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304380015002574
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/673533
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0142453
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6785/8/10
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